
Aiko pulls hose out of the ship

over J see A give thumbs up to V

J watches

Low angle on cliff. Ship slides 
forward.

Over J's chariot. It's pulled 
forward.

Insert wheel kicking up sand J's chariot slides forward, 
tires spin kicking up sand.

Razor-sharp sand kicks into 
driver's side. She starts to shut 
door.

Reese helps her carry it back to 
the trailer



Reverse: door finishes closing. Straight on J. D comes over 
radio:
"Judy - you're not going to 
believe what I found."
"Don, where are you?"
"On my way out."

Over J to B (barely audible as he 
shouts at her and Evan:
"WE're losing the jupiter. 
Prepare to detach..."
"What?



Wide: b raises hand
"Detach on 3!"

low angle B: 
"...3! Detach!"

"No!"

Over E to b and J
"Detach!"

Insert: E hits joystick release

Tether detaches Wide: e teacher whips back E chariot released,zips back.

High angle B: 
"1... 2..."



J chariot pulled forward

Smith's trunk falls out door
"Damnit!"

D thrown to the floor as 
everything flies

...down hall... ...And out the hole.

B catches up to J's chariot.
"What the hell are you doing? 
Release!"

CU J
"West... is ... inside!"

Low angle: 
J's chariot 
dragged 
over 
camera.

Low angle cliff: Ship starts to 
tip.



Insert chariot wheel spinning 
madly

"No!"
"Then I'll do it for you"
"Don!"

D stumbles out of smith's 
quarters. "Don, I can't hold it!"
"You need to detach!"

J's chariot dragged past A and 
R, who watch helpless.

Over ship to J's chariot.

Tow line is blown off ship J reacts ...as tow line whips back...

Ariel view: J's chariot pulled by 
the ship



Glass cracks

Jupiter rises in fg

Angle on the two chariots

Obscuring frame Reverse: jupiter rises like a 
whale.

Ariel view: the jupiter tips over 
the cliff's edge.

Jupiter plummets down to the 
ground

J's chariot screeches to a stop



...filling the frame

Cu J
"He... detached it. On his own."

Boom up as they gather at the 
edge.

profile angle on group
"He sacrificed for all of us."

D' hand enters.

REverse over J: D pulls himself 
up over the lip.
"Are you crazy? I don't even like 
you guys."

J and V help him up.
"I just knew Robinson was too 
much of a goody-goody..."

50/50 J and D
"And frankly, I was sick of 
being yelled at..."
"But you were in--- how did 
y0u--?"

Group rush forward.



"'Cause I'm a bad-ass, princess."

The group head back to the 
chariots.

"There was a coma in there."
J turns  and exits.
"Whatever you say."

Wide profile: 
"You're welcome, by the way."

J turns.
"Thanks."

Push in to d for his reaction.

"You're... a bad-ass princess?"



John deals cards.

Continue move to robot's hands with 
cards. "So you have to ask the other 
players..."

...past will: "you're trying to make 
pairs."

Rise up to robot's head. "..if they have 
any of the cards.."

Come around to straight on CU with 
reflection of his cards. "...you need, 
so..."

High angle: penny sneaks a peek. Boom down to will: "seriously do you 
ever play fair?"

"It's not my fault I have excellent 
peripheral vision."

Track right (reminding us of ep 1 
opening)... Past penny...

Sc 44-46



Pull back from wide angle to reveal 
smith leaning in doorway.

Smith Pov of cockpit. Angela visible.

Reverse close on smith.
"No thank you." She looks to...

Smith turns back to will. "But will why 
don't you ask your mother to join?"

"She's busy, said she had to do some 
calculations."
"The fuel won't be back until 
tomorrow.."

Will looks to john. John shrugs. "Okay, I'll go ask her." Will stands.

Reverse: "Smith-- should we deal you 
in?"

Sc 44-46



Slide right as will exits.

"It's okay, he'll be right back."

Anxious robot.

"Robot's screen changes." "I've never seen him make that face 
before."

Smith backs away into the shadows. John looks to penny, enjoying this 
moment. ...senses something.

Slide left to reveal Angela at the other 
door.

Angle through door, robot looks to 
where wills ent.

Sc 44-46



CU Angela soft focus.

"Why don't we get some air..."

Wide reverse. As Angela steps forward 
we see the gun behind her back. "Hey 
Angela, can we do something for you."

Profile Angela. Slide right as she 
raises gun. 
"I have no quarrel with you, mr. 
Robinson"

Robot straightens. Boom up. Drops cards.
*48 fps.

Angle through window. Diagonal move 
right.
" --you're doing what you think is best 
to protect your family."

She steps into focal plane in ECU.

Sc 44-46




